The Image of
Hercules in
Soviet Cartoons
In the period of growing up children
inevitably face demonstrations of evil and
injustice towards themselves and other
people and do not know how to react to it.
The image of Hercules in Soviet cartoons in
its turn had a positive impact on the
formation of the personal qualities of Soviet
children and the youth and demonstrated on
the basis of the hero's actions the value of
the heroic personality and also instilled in
them a sense of justice and called for
struggle against violence.

«Here the gloriously
triumphant Heracles
dwells; here let no
evil enter»
“The Birth of Hercules”

1982, directed by J. Kalisher, Soyuztelefilm
The Emphasis is put on human nature
«Ты пндикря ма
Зелке, сы ме
гпнзмый рспашмый
Бнг, чекнвечий сы
рымнй. У себя
живая йпнвь, й
кюдял рикьмая
кюбнвь»

«You were born on
the Earth, you are
not an angry
terrible God, you
are a human son.
You have living
blood and strong
love to people»

From the early childhood Hercules had shown an
inexorable desire to clear out the Earth from any evil.
Snakes are used to represent the chaos. In the scene of
fighting them the growth of Hercules is shown
symbolically.

“The Return from Olympus”

1969, directed by A. Snezhko-Blotskaya, Soyuzmultfilm
strongly pronounced humanistic orientation
«Я нрсаюрь ма
зелке. Я чекнвей, я
идт й вал, кюди!»
«я онйажт, йай бнг
рсамнвисря чекнвейнл»

«I remain on the
Earth. I'm a man, I'm
coming to you, people»
«I will show how God
becomes a man»

The fire of Prometheus in the soul
of Hercules symbolizes the spiritual
aspiration to help people, to fight
against everything that can stop
life on the Earth. Hercules is ready
to give himself for the sake of
serving people, is ready to give up all that
He would have received living on Olympus for
the salvation of mankind and the planet.

Hercules’ cult was wide
spread in ancient Greek
world: he was revered
as the defender of
people from evil and
was considered closer
to people than the
other gods.

«Ойеама ме хвасис
рлысь врю гпязь р
зелки»

Not all the evil has been destroyed.
Hercules is ready to fight against

new monsters
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«The ocean is shy of
to wash away all the
dirt from the Earth»
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